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HISTORY
Q1.What were the factory sites? [2 X 4 =8]
Q2.Why were pit houses built?
Q3.Who were 'Scribes'?
Q4.Which type of pottery was found in the megalithic burials?

Q5.Why is the site of Daojali Hading important? [3 X 4 =12]
Q6.Who were the dasas or dasyus?How were they treated by the aryans?
Q7.Write few lines about the rock paintings of early man.
Q8.How did early humans store food?

Q9.Describe the system of drainage that existed in the Harappan civilisation. [5 X 2=10]
Q10.Mark the following features on the political outline map of India:

a) Kurnool caves
b) Bhimbetka
c) Burzahom
d) Lothal
e) Kalibangan

GEOGRAPHY
Q1.Define the following terms: [1 X 5=5]

a) Satellites
b) Earth Day
c) Orbital plane
d) Leap year
e) Prime meridian

Q2.Name any 2 imaginary lines on the globe. [2 X 4=8]
Q3.Why do we see only one side of the moon always?
Q4.Why is the shape of the earth called Geoid?
Q5.In Australia,Christmas is celebrated in summer’.Why?

Q6.’Russia has eleven time zones.' Give reasons. [3 X 3=9]
Q7.Distinguish between Local and Standard Time.
Q8.State the importance of the pole star.

Q9.Draw a diagram to show how the seasons are caused? [5 X 1=5]
OR

With the help of a labelled diagram show the heat zones of the earth and give details of the
Frigid zone?



Q10..Draw the important parallels of Latitude. [3]

CIVICS
Q1..What is the difference between prejudice and stereotypes? [2 X 4=8]
Q2.What was the suffrage movement?
Q3.Why do you think the government needs to make rules for everyone in the form of laws?
Q4.Who was the leader of the African National Congress?

Q5.Write a short note on ‘untouchability’. [3 X 4=12]
Q6.Explain how India is a representative democracy.
Q7.Write three ways in which people participate in the process of government.
Q8.What actions does the government take to ensure that all people are treated equally?


